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ABSTRACT

Eye MovementDesensitization andReprocessing(EMDR) is described
in tmns of clinical phenomena, the need for appropriate training
in EMDR, and the consistency of neural network theory with BASK
them) of dissociation. EMDR treatment failures occur in dissociative disorder patients when EMDR is used without making diagn<r
sis of the underlying dissociative condition and without modifYing
the EMDR procedure to accommodate it. Careful informed consent
and the use of the dissociative table technique can allow EMDR to
move successfully to completion in a dissociative patient. Certain
"red flags" contraindicate the use of EMDR for some dissociative
patients. A protocol for Ei\1DR with dissociative patients is offered,
for crisis intelvention (rarely appropriate), abreactive trauma work,
and integration/fusion. The safety and eJJectiveness ofEMDR's use
in the dissociative disorders requires adequate preparation and skillful trouble-shooting during the EMDR.
INTRODUCTION
The Clinical Phenomenon ofEMDR
Shapiro has detailed a clinical protocol for the Eye
Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EM DR) process that emphasizes efficacy and safety. It has been evaluated in her original research (Shapiro, 1989) as well as in
more recent studies (e.g., Wilson, Tinker, & Becker, I 994).
That protocol elicits hypothesized traumatic neural net\yorks,
facilitates emotional processing of the contents of the neural net\vorks, and enables safe completion of this process
(Shapiro, 1995). Education in that protocol and its basic
variations comprise the t\vo levels of EMDR training workshops (Shapiro 1994a, 1994b).
When EMDRis conducted upon the experiential aspects
of a traumatic memory, the clinical effect is of desensitization of affect, resolution of body sensations, and shifting of
cognitions and imagery associated ,,~th the trauma. For a
single trauma, this can often be achieved in a single long ses-

sion, although related material may need subsequent processing. For example, motor vehicle accident trauma may
require one EMDR session for the accident itself, and additional sessions address the medical, legal, and insurance company experiences subsequent to the event, as well as the
patient's physical losses, changed identity due to physical
disability, and effects on family roles.
The following is an extremely abbreviated version of
Shapiro's more elaborate procedure. This summary is not
intended to supplant the need for training in the procedure,
but rather to offer the reader an idea ofwhat occurs in EMDR.
The reader should bear in mind that the underlying mechanism for the process of EMDR is unknown. In this article a
hypothetical model widely regarded as plausible by EMDR
theorists and practitioners will be used as an heuristic
(Shapiro, 1995). Only time and further study will determine
whether it is accurate, or merely a helpful metaphor.
The procedure begins with a set-up phase that precedes
the eye movements. Set-up starts with a careful informed
consen t process. It is also necessary to screen for dissociation, because, as will be discussed later, the protocol for dissociative individuals differs from the usual protocol. ext a
target image is selected that best typifies the traumatic event,
with its affective, visual, and kinesthetic components and
maladaptive cognitions associated with the event. A goal is
also articulated that expresses how the patient would like to
think and feel about the event. The therapist emphasizes
safety precautions and the patient's ability to stop tJle process by using a stop signal.
Two measures are used to monitor process status against
the goal when the target traumatic image is brought to mind.
Subjective Units of Disturbance (SUD) (Wolpe,1956) measures patient distress. Validity of Cognition (VaG) (Shapiro,
1989) measures how true the desired cognition is in the
patient's view at any point in the process. These t\vo measures are first taken before the eye movements begin.
The desensitization phase involves engaging the patient
in lateral eye movemen ts while the neural net\vork con taining the traumatic material is activated and the information
processing is "catalyzed" (Shapiro, 1995). Neural net\vork
activation is thought to be achieved by evoking the visual,
kinesthetic and affective components of the trauma in combination with the associated maladaptive cognitions. Once
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lhe tr.ullnatic material is ani\-ated. the patient w.uches the
thel"2p"I'~ fing"crs or a mechanical device move. lIsuall... lal-

eralh': ,hi" effort causes the

paLicm'~ C'C.)

10 move. The l.·...e

mo\emen~ ~Clll

to -push along- the pl'occ~ingoflhc melllOf' of the mmlllalic e'\"enL Typicalh but nOI im"ariably. the
paLienl will recall the C"elll in apparent dcmil. It cannot.
hO"e\cr. be assumed mat images or infonmuion oblainc..-d
in E\IDR afe exempt from the various sources of distortion

thaI affeel all memor'}

procc~~

(Johnson & Howell. 1993:

Loftus. 1992:Sheehan &Slamam. 1989). T}1>ic-.t11}. the paucnt

also experience.) a sequence of emotions about the evcnt,
which Shapiro refers to as -cleaning out the channels~ associated with that neural nCI\,·ork. When the SUD r.lling jmlicates that thc U,lUllla feels nelilral when Iht: paticllt brings
it lO mind, the dCM:llsitit:ation phase is complete.
Although nonnall)' the optimal >,tratt:b')' during EMDR is
for clinician... to rt:main silelll and allow the patient's process to emt.'rgt:, 1\oOIllctimes the processing stOps, When the
process is slUck or ~Ioops,~ Shapiro recommends -cognitive
intel""'t.'a,e~ 10 restimulate the process b\' blinging in adaptive infonTlatiun (Shapiro, 199-1b). These illlelyentions,
"hen "killfull\' applied, in\'Ol\'e \ en liltle talking during tlle
f\IIJR on the therapist's pan. and rather resemble a single
Socratic quelltiun such as "whose responsibilit\' was it?- or
",hat ...·ould ,ou like to ha\'e done?- in the tradition of cognitiH~ therap\ (Beck. 1993) and cogniti"e beha\'lor therdp)
(\leichenbaulll,I993).
The installation phase follows. It -.cr\'es to close down
!.he catah tic process and to ~inSL"l.11~ the 10:"0,11 cognition. facilitdting the emergence of positi\'e cognith'e schema. These
lXhitivt.' cognitions then become a~..ocialcd with the stimuli
\\hich pre\'ioush had triggered j'TSD aCli\"ation. ConduCled
I\hilc the paticnLS' C}CS are mo\'ing. special installation procedures (such as imagining onc..c1fin fUlure siUldtions fully
experiencing the desired goal cognition) scn'C 10 rnaximilC
gent:ralilalion oflearning. Ifnecessary. relaxation or imagery
Illa\ be needed 10 assure conlainmcnl ufan} residual affect
in \\hat is referred to as closure.
The final phase is a debriefing. which alerLS the patielll
to Ihe po~ibilit\' of continucd proce~ing be(l\cen sessions.
plans for the unlikely e\'em of need(.'(1 emergency prOCt,.....
dun"s. and explains that anyresiduaJ disu'essshouid be logged
le:)r targeting in future DIOR sessiom.. At the next appoimment. Sl'D and \'OC le"cls are taken to delermine whcther
nlOR Cff(."CLS ha\'e been maintained.... hich is usually the
(d..i,('. Cuslomarih-. patient's reports of experiences such as
dni\t~ dreaming about related themes for SC\'er<l1 days
bl-I\\(~cn o;cssionsoffersC\idence that the processing has indeed
(OI11inlled following the formal E"IOR. The therapist e\'aludle~ whether new target images ha\'e emerged as a resull.
TIle DIDR process unfolds differenth for the treaunent
of recent t"'lIma than for work with 1..lIlllla sc\eral months
old (Shapiro, 1995). In older trauma, once stimulated, the
llIClII0'1 tend~ to ~pla)'M sequellliall),. In recent trauma, the

process is more piecemeal. ...ith 1Il0ment-b\·moment fragmenLS of llIelllOlies needing (0 be continuoush' reslimulaled b\' t.aking the patielll bad 10 Ihe larget trauma incident
and asking what comes up next. Proce ing recent !r<llImalic Illemories with DIDR is more like groping for snapshob
in the dark than pla\'inga mo\'ie. Shapiro poslulates thai tlu~
bmin has nOI \et consolidaled the memor\ componentS in
Ihe rt.."CCIII memories (Shapiro. 199.5).
.>\.; noted aoo\'e, these obM:n<lliom•. and indeed whether
e\e movemenLS are themseln~s the crilical catalyst, cun'elllI} ha\e the staws of clinical obsen.uions. Much research
rcmain~ 10 be done on the phcnomenon of E"tDR. In the
meantime. Ihe clinical usc of EMDK is spreading widel}".
Wurldwide. approximatel}" 10.000 clinicians have been
trained in il.~ lise.
The Nt'edfor Fr,mnal EAWR Tmi"j"g
The c1in ical procedure forconducLing DIDR iscomplex
and powerlul. It can be risk\ ifit i~ undcnakcn witholllthe
Ihcrdpi~1 ha\'ing the skills in place to lake the procedure 10
itS completion. If the therapisl docs nOt han" the requisite
skills and the BIDR procedure is left incomplcte and
llnclOM:d. patients rna}" be left in ast.ueofhrperarousal. ... hich
could be dangerousfortJlOsc patienLS prone to suicidal. homicidal or self-<!esrructi\'e bell.nior. Shapiro has been critici/ed
f()l' her insistence on workshop training before clinicians u~
f...\IDR.. Her insistence has been \\idel\ misunderstood as being
enu·epreneurially-moti\<lted. or\\orsc. Ilo\\,c\'cr, due to lhe
!>Ollsibilit}· of ad\"f~rsc oUlcomes if the procedure is not
applied Wilh appropliatc safeguards. clinicians trained in
and using Ihe procedure find Ihat the tr-dining is necessaf\
(lipke, 1992). The potential for harm to clients is real ifclinicians arc 1101 appropriately trained in the proccdure.
It is important for lhc reader 10 apprecialc lhatthis article docs not sunicc to replace supenised training. With thc
publication of a book explicating the details of lhe proce..
dure (Shapiro. 1995), mental health professionals will have
I'e;ld)' access to knowledge about E"IDR. bUl il is still ~trOJlg ..
Iy recommended that clinician~ acquirc appropriate super\'ision in the procedure beforc adopting itS use. The learn..
ing cun'e is substantial.
As nOlcd. clinicians who lbC c\e mO\'ementS to rreat traUmatized clients ...ithoUl tr"dining in l..\IOK are putting their
c1ienLSal serious risk for retraumati1..3tion. suicidal ideation.
or other ill efft.."Cts. TIle risk is (.'\cn greater for dissociati\e
patien ts, whose hisLO'1' oftr"duma. betr"d'-al. and abusc ofpo....e r
is enormous. [\'en experienced c1i nicians must not contribllle
10 their patienLS' tr"dUllla hi:.tol·ics b~ being ca\"alier\\ith this
po\\'erful procedure.
BASK THEORY AJ,rn NEURAL NE'IWQRK THEORY

The BASK theory of dissocialion (Bl<lun, 1988a) and iLS
trC;ltment (Braun. 1988b) is ~uPI>oncd by ....hat is obscn'cd
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clinically in EMDR as traumatic experience is accessed and
resolved. In some EMDR sessions, the various BASK elements
are reintegrated one element at a time; in other cases the
processing of BASK elements occurs in a simultaneous manner.

eural network theory is compatible with BASK theory
as illustrated by such convergences as: 1) both theories conceptualize traumatic material as held separately from conscious awareness, which is adaptive at the time of trauma,
but which, in chronic form, is related to psychopathology;
2) Both refer to the specific elements which may be held out
of awareness. Whereas BASK theory refers to the elements
of behavior, affect, sensation, and knowledge as elements
which can be dissociated individually or in combination,
(Braun, 1988a), neural network theory refers to visual, affective, cognitive, and kinesthetic, and any other elements that
are considered avenues to accessing neural networks (Shapiro,
1995). The language used in BASK theory existed first. The
language of neural network theory matches the clinical procedure of EMDR very closely, and enriches dissociative theory. Neural network theory therefore has a face validity that
is supported by the EMDR clinician's daily experience.
Procedurally, Shapiro cautions clinicians not to use EMDR
to treat a formal dissociative disorder unless they are already
experienced in the treatment of dissociative disorders
(Shapiro, 1994a, 1994b, 1995).
Neural networks, hypothetically, are convenient functional structures that group aggregates of associated information for easy access. In post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) ,
as Shapiro (1995) explains, the associated information is
related to trauma and held in a neural network for purpose
of containing the raw affect-laden material apart from conscious awareness until it can be processed and neutralized.
As in PTSD, the neural networks in dissociative disorders
were also developed to contain traumatic material. The neural networks in dissociative disorders contain material from
childhood involving trauma that was chronic, inescapable,
and severe (Kluft, 1987; Braun, 1984, Loewenstein, 1992).
As a result of the chronicity, the severity, and the stage of
development of the self at the times of the traumas, the neural networks in dissociative disorders are more elaborated
and more imbued with self and identity than are the neural
networks of adult onset PTSD.
The neural networks in dissociative disorders are held
apart more completely from conscious awareness, behind
relatively less permeable or even amnesic barriers, than in
normal neural networks. The contents of these neural networks may be construed as ego states (Watkins, 1992) or alter
personalities. Although ego states and alter personalities are
not synonymous (Kluft, 1990), they are here understood to
have in common that they are situation-specific and statespecific ways of being that develop to serve specific functions. There is a hypothesized continuum from normal ego
states to polyfragmented DID. Ego states are manifest in a

normal population as different ways of being for specific situations, but without tJle discontinuity ofselfand/or ofmemory found in DID. eural network theory can encompass the
full continuum, in as much as neural networks can be postulated to contain normal state-specific learning as well as
fully dissociated information in the form of alter personalities. In the latter case, those neural networks, because of
the demands of surviving chronic, severe, and inescapable
trauma, have developed highly elaborate, specific and in some
cases complex solutions to the functions they serve within
the self system.
Dissociation theory can inform neural network theory
aswell. Anotherwayto construe EMDR'seffects is thatwhether
or not the patient has a formal dissociative disorder, the neural networks which EMDR access contain dissociated material. When EMDR resolves trauma, it may always be because
it has reassociated dissociated material.
EMDR IN THE TREATMENT OF DISSOCIATIVE
DISORDERS
EMDR has a special and intriguing relationship to the
phenomenon of dissociation, in that EMDR seems to act as
a dissociation finder, whether or not the practitioner has
previously suspected dissociation in a given patient. This section will discuss: 1) EMDR treatment failures as a function of
undiagnosed dissociative conditions, 2) current dissociative
disorder screening practice, 3) minimizing false positives while
still doing appropriate screening, and 4) interpreting the
results of dissociative table interventions.
EMDR Treatment Failures
Although EMDR often produces good clinical results rapidly, there are occasional reports of EMDR treatment failures.
For the first few years of EMDR's history, it was known was
that some EMDR sessions failed to complete as expected.
Rather, the affective material "looped," or "got stuck" withoutresolution and with high levels ofaffective arousal (Shapiro,
1989). Shapiro (1989) incorporated into her protocol "cognitive interweave" and special closure procedures to handle
this occurrence, with patient safety paramount.
It has been found clinically that the most serious EMDR
treatment failures often turn out to be cases of undiagnosed
dissociative disorders. This section will describe why and how
that phenomenon occurs, and re- commend solutions to
this problem. The procedures suggested herein have been
clinically derived, as have other suggested procedures for
using EMDR in the dissociative disorders (Fine, 1994; Fine,
Paulsen, Rouanzoin, Luber, Puk, & Young, 1995; Paulsen,
Vogelmann-Sine, Lazrove, & Young, 1993; Marquist & Puk,
1994; Puk, 1994; Young, 1994). These protocols, when followed with skill and care, will often successfully and safely
manage the use of EMDR with dissociative clients. Without
such procedures, however, the likelihood of treatment fail-
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ures with f.MDR increases substalltially. To lay the groundwork for the procedures. it is necessary to review some theorelical aspeclS of dissociation.
Dissociation has been described a<; occurring on a continuum, ...." th an absence of dissociation 011 olle end of the
continuum and pol)fragmentcd dissociative identity disorder (DIO) on the other end (Braun, 1986; PUUlam, 1989).
Between the ends of the continuum arc the degrees of dissociation that represent such trauma-related dissociative conditions as psychogenic amnesia, fugue slates, posl-uaumalie suess disorder. atypical dissociative disorders, DID and
poly-fragmented DID (Braun, 1986; Pumam, 1989). PTSD in
this \iew is understood to be within the dissociative spectnlm.

Highlydissociati\-c individuals can becategorized in tcnns
ofsome ofthe parameters of their self-system, such as degree
ofhoslili£}' betwcen parts, internal and external cooperation
across the parts, the parts' tendency toward dangerous
behaviors, the penneabili£}'ofamnesic barriers, and the degree
of the parts' CCKonsciousness. These variables arc important in determining whether to proceed ....; m EM DR in a dissociative indi\;dual. A task force of EM DR therapists u'eating
dissociative disorders has outlined a dccision tree to determine which dissociati\'e patients should not be treated ....;th
E!'.IDR except under conditions of complete safe£}' (Fine et
al., 1995). E1\WR should not be altcmpted with highly dissociative patients with problematic characteristics unless the
clinician is already highly experienced with dissociative disorder populations and has a controlled sening in which to
conduct the E~fDR. Safety considerations must be taken very
seriously.

Dissociation Screening Practices
Although Shapiro did not originally include screening
for dissociation as a requisite pan of her prot.ocol, she now
emphasizes it in order to avoid retraumatizing cliellts with
undiagnosed dissociativc conditions.
"is oversimplified to decide whether to proceed with
EM DR based on the presence or absence of a formal dissociat.ive disordcr. Sevcr..! considcmt.ions are rclevant: I) If
EM DR is always reassociat.ing dissociated material, and if disS()ciation occurs on a continuum from single dissociated BASK
elemelllSto pol}frdgmellted DID, 111CI1 thedichoLOmOuS\~.tri
able of the presence or absence ofa dissociative disorder is
insufIicielllto characterize whether a patient will be at risk
if EMDR is used. 2) EMDR may procccd well in a highly dissociative person ifthc paticnt's self-system is highly cooperative and internally in agreement with the use of thc procedure, (whet.heror nOlthe therapist kno.....s hc/she is lreatillg
a dissociat.ive disorder). 3) Pcrhaps the largest catcgory of
dissociative disorders- Dissociative Disorder Not Otherwise
Specified (DDNOS) - is essentially a wastL....basket categor)"
ha\ing so few defining criteria as to render it nearly useless
in decision-making. 4) The easiest screening proccdure for

a dissociative disorder is the Dissociative Experiences Scale
(Carlson ct al., 1993), rct it can produce false negative, as
wcll as false-positives. Recommended cutoff scores on the
DES for suspecting dissociative disorders range from 25 (Sa..xe
et aI., 1993) to 40, (Frischholz, Braun, Sachs, & Hopkins,
1990). A score of 15 is the mean for psychiatric inpatienL'i,
and is well above the ~normal~ population, (Ross, Anderson,
Flcisher, & Norton, 1992). Clinically. however, using even
thc lowest of these cutoffs docs not insure that dissociation
will not derail the EMDR. 5) Many EMDR·trained clinicians
are ulltraincd in dissociati\'e disorders and some may not
believe that dissociative conditions exist. 6) ManyDIDR-trained
clinicians arc afraid to look for dissociation because of fear
ofbt::ing accused ofcreating dissociation, although it is highly unlikely that this coliid occur (Braun, 1989; Ross et al.,
1989).
\Vhel1 EMDR-trained clinicians conduct D1DR without
scrcening for dissociation, most of the time nothing untoward will occur, because most patients do not have an undiagnosed dissociative disorder. However, because of the
prcvalence ofundiagnosed dissociation in many clinical practices (K1uft 198i), it will not be unusual for problems to be
encountcrcd. For an EM DR session in a dissociative individual to be completed normally, all or most of the relevant
alters/ego smtes nced to participate, in order to complete
their portion of thc trduma. By its vcry nature. howe\'er, dissociation kecps unknowable secrets from the patielll and
from the world, including the merapist, initially. AltersaccompI ish th is goal by rcmaining out ofolle another's consciousness
much of the time. Until thc relevant alters participate in coconsciousness by Mlooking through the eyes, ~ me EMDR cannotcomp1cte normally. TIl is rcqllircmcntof-looking through
the eyes is terminology which alters tend to grasp readily,
and seems to be synonymous with being cCKol1scious with
the host or other alters/ego statcs (Klllfl, personal communication, NO\'cmber, 1994).
If neither the patient nor the therapist is aware that there
are other altcrs/ego states that Ileed to be involvcd, the therapist will fail to include the alters/ego-states in the necessat)' preparatOl)'steps for E\·IDR. Therefore the relevant alters
are unlikely to be cooperative, although thcy may be CO-COIIscious and co-present. They may \vatch the EMDR from the
sidelines without participating. Alters may learn about E\IDR
from watching, bUI the traumatic matcrial thcy hold about
the L.'lrget trauma will not be resolved \\;thoul their being
actively engaged in the therapy,
Speaking metaphorically, EM DR seems to aCllike a divining rod for dissociation, and to pull the relevalll alters/ego
states forward in thc sequencc that they appeared (or were
called into play) at the time of the original trauma. If thc
relevalll alters have not been prepared for the E;"IOR. however, they arc likely to resist. They resist for many reasons,
including: I) not understanding the purpose or the process
ofDWR: 2) being willing to participate but being absorbed
M
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in observing, and not realizing they need to "look through
the eyes"; 3) remaining committed to their purpose of keeping away from the host and maintaining the secrecy of their
purposes; 4) having other intentions than the part(s) of the
self that consented to EMDR treatment, (e.g., needing to
keep the pathology unresolved because it wishes to keep its
current powerful role in the system); or 5) rapport not having been established between these alters and the therapist.
For example, ifan alter is awakened for the first time in years
during and by an EMDR procedure to which it has not consented, and has never met the therapist before, therapeutic
rapport cannot be assumed. Complications may ensue that
set back the therapy. Should an awakening alter find itself
reliving a trauma ,vithout knowing it is a reliving rather than
a currently occurring trauma, the alter may confuse the therapist with the perpetrator of the trauma that it is reliving.
This must be avoided to avoid retraumatizing the client and
destroying therapeutic rapport.
To avoid EMDR treatment failures, the protocol for all
patients undergoing EMDR needs to take into account the
fact that undiagnosed dissociative conditions are not rare.
Clinicians who treat dissociative disorders have received criticism from those who assert that screening for and talking
to alters as separate entities encourages dissociation where
it may not exist; that is, it creates false-positives. Failing to
work with alters, however, meansworking\vith only the "front
part" of the patient, delaying indefinitely appropriate diagnosis and treatment.
In addition to the above described risks from failing to
screen for dissociation prior to conducting an EMDR procedure, tl,ere is an additional argument to be made for dealing with dissociation early on in the process. EMDR has the
effect of shortening total treatment length, in part because
of the relative tolerability of the abreactions it produces, and
due in part to its tendency to increase co-consciousness and
enable cognitive shifts, sometimes spontaneously. Especially
in the milder dissociative conditions, where there are fewer
traumas and greater system cooperation, the condition can
sometimes be resolved in relatively few sessions. Therefore,
the emphasis on the separate alters/ego states is for the timelimited purpose of establishing rapport and enlisting the
entire patient in treatment. EMDR is a powerfully reintegrative tool, and so moves much more rapidly than do most
therapeutic approaches. The criticism of encouraging dissociation by talking to alters is relatively easier for the EM DR
clinician to defend, because of the relatively rapid movement toward healing and wholeness. The emphasis is on
unity, but to achieve unity one must acknowledge the separateness.
EMDR therapists should always administer the DES or

another appropriate screening device for dissociation before
administering EMDR. Scores above 25 are clear indications
that EMDR should not proceed \vithout treating the dissociation present. For individuals scoring above 15, the thera-

pistshould examine any specific high-scoring items, and make
appropriate additional inquiries.
If the patien t's responses suggest dissociation is a prominent feature of his or her internal world, even though a formal dissociative disorder maynot be present or readilyapparent, the clinician should conduct preparation for EMDR by
dealing with the dissociation that is present, without engaging in an inappropriate or premature diagnosis of a dissociative disorder. This can be accomplished by explaining
that it is quite normal for people to be multifaceted and to
have different ways of being in one situation than they do in
another situation. At any point in the process, if the patient
queries about being "schizophrenic," or "multiple," itis helpful to explain that having different ways of being or aspects
to oneself certainly does not by itself prove that a person is
either "schizophrenic," or "multiple," and to respond to the
specificfears ofthe patientregariling mose labels. One explains
that the EMDR will not work well if part of the patient does
not want to do it. It is useful to ask the patient's permission
to see whether the entire self has consented to the procedure or whether the patient has mixed feelings. The dissociative table technique is a useful aid and will be explained
below. It is helpful to ask the entire self to listen while the
EMDR procedure is explained and to ask if any aspect of the
self has concerns or questions. If parts do not wish to participate, the therapist should ask if the concerned part ,viII
permit the EMDR and watch until that part decides later if
itwants to participate or not. The tllerapistmaywant to employ
various methods to assist in tl,e treatment of dissociation
described elsewhere in the literature (Kluft, 1989).
Using the Dissociative Table Technique
The dissociative table technique (Fraser, 1992) is a straightforward method to gain access to a patient's inner world
without engaging in formal hypnotic inductions. It is easily
accomplished in the patient's normal waking state by asking
a patient to imagine a pleasant internal "conference room"
in which there is comfortable furniture for all aspects of tl,e
self. There may be various equipment (e.g., a microphone,
spotlight, remote control, movie screen) and adjacent facilities as needed for any given patient (e.g., waiting room with
or without speakers and a one-way mirror so others can hide
but observe). These extra features are especially helpful for
true dissociative disorders, because it supplants the need for
either switching or formal hypnosis, and is therefore timesaving and enhances co-consciousness.
Once the internal conference room is established, the
therapist invites the entire self, including parts known and
unknown, to come into the "conference room" if they wish
inclusion in the discussion. The therapist can invite the patient
to "give a voice" (internally) to any aspect of the self that
wishes to become known. The host communicates the internal messages to the therapist.
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Intnprding Di.ssociati~ Tabk Results
Allhough t.his procedure is \'cry useful for highl)' dissodatiy('o indhiduals. II is also readily eng-Aged in b)' and vcry
useful for non-dissociati\'c indhiduals. II can be agood mechani~m for enabling an illlemaJ dialogue 011 any issue about
.... hleh a patient has mixed feelings. b) giving a voice LO the
pros and cons of an idea (for example).
As a C"dulionary note, the !.hempi51. must realize that if
parts come illlo Ihe conference room. lhis mayor may not
correspond to the presence of alters. This procedure is nOI
diagnostic for DID: non-dissociau\'c individuals may readily
image parts. If the paticlllscems to bcsurpriscd bywhals/he
sees 01' hears from the parts, this begins to raise an index of
suspicioll for dissociation, because ilsuggeSts that there might
not be straightforn'ard communication betwecn aspeCls of
the self, The therapist's index of suspicion for a formal dissociathc disorder should go up if Ihe procedure re\'eals: I)
intense hostilit), berwcen parts. 2) amncsia between parts,
3) disbelief b)' some parts Ihar the)' arc in thc same bod)'. 4)
and J or indications that Ihe parts have existed separatel), long
Ix-fore the p..'l.tienr first talked ro Ihe therapisL If these or
other clinical signs ofdissociation are present. the therapist
~hould nor proceed to nlDR ",'ilhout conducting a Ihorough
e\'alu:uion for a formal dissociative disorder using a more
specialized clinical inten;ew (Loewenstein. 1991) ora more
complete asscs.sment method. e.g,. the SCID-D (Steinberg.
Rounsa,\ille. & Ciccheui. 1990). Ir is. of course. important
to a\-oid the false positive diagnosi of a dissociative disor·
der. blll it is not acceptable ro fail to find one if one exists
(Braun. 1989).

Red FlagJ umtroindicating Using EAWR ~Vrth a
Dissociative Patient
Because E~IOR's safe and effective completion relics on
the cooperatioll ofthe patielll with the procedure. clinicians
an:discouraged from using EMORwith ccnain palielllSunless
the environment can be secured for complete safet), in the
da\'S following the EMOR procedure. Those Mred nags~ include:
I) ollKoing self·mutilation. 2) acth'c suicidal intellt. 3) homicidal intent. 4) uncontrolled flashb.'l.cks. 5) rapid S\\itching.
6) extreme age. 7) physical frailty. 8) terminal iUness. 9)
lIet.-d for concurrent adjustment of lIledication. 10) ongolIlgabusn'e relationships. II) alter personalities Ihal arestrongh opposed to thc procedure, 12) extreme character palhol~. especialh'se\'cre narcissistic. sociopathic. borderline. or
passive-aggressive disorders. 13) serious concomitant diagnoses such asschizophrenia or acth'e substance abuse (Fine
l'r al .. 1995).
Therapists who are highl), experienced ",ith abreacti\'e
"'ork wirh patients with the above characteristics maybe able
to proceed to use EMOR s.'l.fel)' and ""ith good resullS.
Ilowe\'cr. lhe work is considerably more complex Ihan lIsing
DIDR "ith a morc cooperati\'c dissociative patient. and therefore a careful risk-benefit analysis should bc ulldertakcn and

appropriate preparation made before such use ofE.\lDR ""hen
these red flags are present.
PROCEDURAL CUlOrs fOR EMDR WITH
DISSOCIATIVE PATlEJ"'TS
Thissc..'ction ",ill discuss thc use ofDlDR in \'arioussrages
oftreatment including crisis inten·ention. trauma work. integration and fusion. and ",il[ ofTer procedures for conducring EMOR with dissociative patients.
Crisis Intervention
There is only a limited appropriate use for [MOR early
in treatment ofa dissociativc disorder, This is because oCthe
need to obtain a careful informed consent from the systcm;
it ma)' take months before rapport is established with the
alters sufficient to obtain that consent. EMOR ma)', howevcr. cautiousl)' be used for crisis inten'emion (Vogel mannSine. 1993) lO prevent hospitalization. bUl not for unco\·er·
ingwork. before the system issufficienl1)' mapped and rapport
cstablished. This approach disringuishes crisis inten'ention.
which is stabilizing. from uncovering work. which is destabilizing. In crisis inren·eluion. C\cn Ihough the S)"Stcm lIla\
be largeh' unknown. Ihe distr
lC\'e1 penneates enough of
thc S)"Stcm that the alten arc Iikelv to be moti\'aled to p.'l.rticipme in a tnmcated e)e mO\cmcnt process in thc hope of
gaining relief. In uncO\'ering work. howC\·er. the unkno""n
parts of thc s)"Stem rna> not be distressed enough to participarc in the DIDR. Attcmpting Dl OR prematurel)'wilh alters
that are not moth'ated 10 participate ",;11 result in al besl
incomplete processing and at worst escalation ofdistrcss levels with looping over traumatic scenes ",ith no comfortable
resolution. It is riskier to use EM DR in crisis inten'entioTlthan
ill the later therapeutic st::lgesofullcovcringwork. when rapport with the system is well est:lblishcd. EMOR should IIOt be
lIscd for crisis inten'ention if the patient has it history of suicide attempts. self-mutilation or other acting-om (sec ~Red
F1ags~ discussion).
If the dissociative patient is in acme distress and has no
rcd flags contraindicating proceeding. the DIDR clinician
may ask all alten. known or unknown. to listcn to an cxplanation of E.MOR through the hosr. Permission should be
obtainl.·d from all known alters to proceed. explaining Ihat
silence/or no answer ",ill be construed as permission. Am
heard. felt. or obseryed illlernal ~no - is a sign nor ro proC(.'t.-d ",ilh C)'C mO\'cmen IS. E>'e 1llQ\'ementsare used onl" briefh
until distress acuiry is reduced 10 a tOlerable Ie\'el. bur not
attempting to complete Ihe DIDR per the usual BIDR pr~
ct.·dun: including the Mboc:lySC'"'.dJl- (Shapiro. 1989) which would
result in uncovering of ne",' marerial. for which the paticllt
has not been prepared. Careful installation and/or closure
proct.'durcs, (e.g.. lhrough rclax,uion. imager}orformal h)pIlosis) arc needed lO complete the crisis inten'ell(ioll. Careful
dcbriefing is needed to ensure s.'l.fet)'. and lhe clinician or
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other emergency backup, including options for hospitalization, should be available following such a crisis intervention.
A no-suicide contract should be in place.

Trauma Work
For the dissociative disorders, uncovering and neutralizing specific traumatic material can proceed rapidly and
safely using EMDR when properly conducted. Within the dissociative disorders, uncovering and neutralizing traumatic
memories in milder dissociative states (i.e., DDNOS) is more
straightforward than in true DID due to the relatively greater
cooperation that is found in the milder cases, the relatively
less narcissistic involvement in separateness in DDNOS, and
relatively less frequent presence of persecutor alters. For the
polyfragmented multiple, the number of needed EMDR sessions may be great. For some patients, an EMDR session can
target more than one trauma, if the traumas are related by
category, such as perpetrator, type of trauma, location, age,
etc. A limiting factor can be the patient's ability to physically tolerate intense affect, so treatment needs to address managing the patient's comfort level (Kluft, 1989). By patient
report and therapist observation, EMDR-produced abreactions are often less painful than hypnotically-produced abreactions, so affect tolerance is less of a problem. For some
patients, a fractionated abreaction procedure should be used
to dilute the intensity of the affect (Kluft, 1988; Fine, 1993).
EMDR Preparation
To prepare any patient for the destabilization associated with opening up traumatically induced neural networks
in dissociative disorders, it is necessary to first establish the
diagnosis using clinical screening as described above (e.g.,
Loewenstein, 1991 ) ,or byastructured interview (Ross, 1991;
Steinberg, 1993). Communication with the system can be
established via "talking through" the host (Kluft, 1982) to
the other alters or by "dissociative table" (Fraser, 1992). In
"talking through," the clinician asks the host to relay information back from internally perceived ego states. Information
may be heard, seen, or felt by the patient. ext, via the dissociative table technique, the clinician invites any ego states
or aspects of the self which may be listening to take seats at
the table, stay in a comer until they feel safe, or even stand
outside the door or in a waiting room with a viewing screen
if they prefer, to keep needed distance from the therapist
and the host self. Weeks or months may be needed for the
clinician to establish rapport with the alters, learning their
purpose, history, concerns and needs. To work with alters,
it is usually necessary to have a handle by which to pull them
out; a name serves this purpose. When possible, it is cautious
to refer to the parts by their function (e.g., "sad part" for the
ego state that keeps sadness away from conscious awareness) ,
but some will prefer true names. It is necessary to establish
concurrence that reducing pain internally is a desirable goal,
but persecutor or other alters may not agree with this goal.

Markedly conflicting goals should be addressed before
undertaking EMDR treatment, to avoid aborted processing.
It may be necessary to demonstrate to some alters that
they are in one body. This may be achieved by asking alters
to "look through the eyes" and see the host's hand wiggling
the fingers, and asking to whose body the hand is attached.
Variously, the clinician may ask the doubting alter to remain
in one chair while the host moves to another chair. These
empirical results, though initially startling to some alters who
consider themselves quite separate, can go far to educate
the system that the alters succeed or fail en masse. Alters often
need to be educated that what is good for whole system is
likely to also address concerns ofalters. In some DD OS cases,
the ego states have little influence over the host's behavior,
and will appreciate the clinician negotiating on their behalf.
A therapeutic alliance is therefore readily established between
the therapist and the ego states. In DID, the alters may have
sufficient power that they do not consider themselves to be
in need of the clinician's services. Education about the consequences of trying to live separate lives may motivate the
alters to a reluctant teamwork, thus preparing them forEMDR
work.
The EMDR clinician explains EMDR according to the
Shapiro protocol, as a means to reduce internal pain and
resolve distress. Some alters readily agree because their pain
is great. Some care little, but can be motivated to assist suffering parts if they construe those suffering parts as in the
same body and part of the same self system. Internal communications and negotiations are needed generally, and specifically for obtaining informed consent from all parts to participate in the EMDR. An EMDR target is selected according
to which alters are willing to abreact the trauma they hold
and which are in the most distress from nightmares or flashbacks of traumas. Experience has taught that first EMDRs for
highly dissociative individuals should target specific memories rather than categories of trauma in order to keep the
amount of material manageable. It is helpful to establish
internal assistants who will assist during the EMDR if needed, by comforting child parts, informing the clinician ofproblems developing, and to make sure the parts are "tucked in
at the end of the session." This is needed to keep the host
comfortable between sessions, and to ensure that the host
is willing to keep coming to therapy. The clinician may need
to explain this to the alters, who otherwise may not care
about the host's comfort unless it is understood to be tied
to their own goals or pain. Before the first eye movements
of EMDR, all alters should have a special relaxation place to
which to go to diminish distress, in case the session cannot
be completed because an alter balks half-way through the
EMDR. Other preparation for the EMDR session includes identifying the various alters' negative cognitions associated with
the target traumatic memory as well as identifying, to the
degree possible, desired posi tive cognitions. Realistically, time
will not permit a complete list of negative cognitions, but
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some should be identified as a starting point. The affect and
kineslhclic sensations associated .....ith the lrallm3 are noted,
as are levels of affecti\"c arousal.

T7rr EMDR Session
The £.\1 OR session il5Clf proCl.:eds .....ith a variation on !.he

Shapiro protocol. The following procedure does not slim·
ciendydcscribe me Shapiro DlDR prolocollO eliminate me
Ileed for DIDR u-aining. The f..MOR session begins by imiling all alters to assemble around lhe conference table. There
should be a final check for -new ahers~ (previously existing
bUIUnknQwn to the clinician or !.he palient). If other alters
emerge. EMDRshould not proceed until their informed COllsenl is obtained. Ihhere arc no emcl'gingalters, a final infonncd
comelH check is still needed. The system is reminded LO
expect temporarydiscomfon in the n3mcoflong-term relief.
A SlOp signal is eslablished and the alters are reminded that
they have amhoriry to SlOp butthat discomfort will likely continue for several da}'S if they SlOp in thc middlc. All ahcrs
who were present at the time of the trauma or who have feelings aoom il are asked to assemblc around the internal conference table. Others rna}' watch the process ""ithout wlook_
ing through the eres. -The one suffering most can ha\'e thc
spotlight, the microphonc. and conLTol the memory using
·remote contrOl.·Alters nOI presenl during the original evcnt
or haling no concerns about the C\'ent can wait in the wailing room or elsewhere (e.g.. child alters ....ith no need to be
exposed to an adult rapt' memory can be selll offon a -fluffy
.... hitc cloud- until after the session). The clinician then asks
all ahcrs who were preselll during the trauma or who having feelings about it 1.0 -look through the eyes· during the
erc movemenlS. They should be reminded that the EM OR
....ill nOI work if the relevanl altcl'S are not Mlooking through
the eyes. - Ere mOl'emenlS are conducted according t.o the
Shapiro protocol. It is necessary to check periodically to be
sure lhe alters are wier-lling the affccl and are sli]] -looking
through the e}'es. - They may need morale boosting during
tllC procedure due t.o the itllensily of aJTeCl. It should be
understood that unlike the usual EMOR session, a zero suo
I("\'e! is unlike!yto be achiC'\'C'd. Some alters\\il1 processsequentiall}'. inslead ofsimullaneousl}'\\ith other alters. In sequential processing, the allers lake their own turns in consciousness, eng-Aging in eye movements for their 0""'" pan of the
traumatic material. As tile flex I alter takes its tum. the other
imuh'td aherswal.ch co-presently but not co-consciousl}'. Kluft
(personaJcommunication, NO\'Cmber 199-1) prefers the more
conseIYdti\'c stance of ""orking ",'ith only one alter at a time.
Trouble Shooting
-Looping- or stuck L\l OR processes arc oftcn a sign thai
some particip..'l.ting alters have withd ...d....·n, -gone to sleep.or othe......'ise stopped the process. This may manifest as an
altcr's overt rcfusalto continuc. Convcrsel)'. thcre may only
be e\idence that thc EMOR isstuck with no alter taking rcspon-

sibil it}' for stopping the processing. In a 010 patielll's EMOR
that has become stuck, Ihe follo.....ing problem-solving
approach is recommended. Thc clinician should identif}'
the alter thaI has dropped OUI and .....hat his/her conccms
are. If nccded. a helper ahcr. in combination .....itll the clinician. rna}' be enlisted to cxplain ad"antages of continuing.
llleaJtersare reminded that thf'}'mighl remain uncomfonable
for sevcral dap ifthc [MOR process stops in the middle. but
the patient's .....ishe should be rcspected and should govcrn.
As needed. other ahcrs ma}' be enlisted to lend powcr to
wcak alters, protcction to child alters. leadership to unin·
spired ahers, or to take other motivating steps tosah~dge the
EJI,!OR if possible.
-Looping" often occurs at the pointofinterfacc between
two ailers' portions in the sequcntial processing ofa t.row·
matic memory. Thc clinician can ~jump-slart· the process
by asking. -the part of tllC self tllat comes up next- if it is
"willing to look through the c}'cs now.·
If tile s}'Stem refuses to complete the processing. the session should be carefully closed do.....n per the Shapiro prO'
tocol. and with relaxation imagery or fonnal h}pnosis, If
hcadaches or Sl.l5tained and inten.se pressure in the head
bcginsduring [MOR, this is likel}'asign that a prC'\iousl}' hidden alter is being pulled fo ......-ard b),the L\IOR. bUI is un",iU..
ing or unable to participate in the process. The clinician
should ask to speak to thc alter behind the headache and
detennine his/her concems. If it is a prC'\iousl}' unknown
alter, it is necessary to determine ifit has been watching the
[MOR and consents to the process, If it has not been watch·
ing and does not know whal EM OR is or even who the clinician is. the DIOR should not proceed. but rather should be
closed do·....n carefully using a relaxation and closure procedure, If the S}'Stem. including thc newl}' disclosed alter. COIIsents, t.he processing may be completcd. The session should
bc closed down carefully using COlltaimnenl imagel)' (c.g..
puuing fragmenlS of the memory or fceling back in the jar
ulIlilncxt time). Addilionall}'. the EMOR session should be
carefully closed using installation proct:dl.lrcs. per the Shapiro
protocol. The clinician maintains rapport and cooperation
b}' expressing appreciation to all particjpating alters or ego
stales. debriefing them about \\'hal to expect following tllC
session, the possibility of continued processing. and clinician availability. Finall)'. for the host's comfOrt, the alters
should be asked 10 relum to the place thc)' normally .....ait
until the next time the}' are needed.
Thc alxJ\'c describes a single L\ 1OR session......hich is repeated as man)' times as needed to I)rocess the patient's rcser\'Oir of dissociated material. process cognitive distortions to
an adapti\·c resolution, and mcCt various other therapeutic
go.'l.ls such as skills building and fusion. If a single traumatic incident requires repeat processing. the clinician .....ill notC
thai the contclll and afft.><:t arc different with each processing. because differelll parIS arc participating in the EM DR.
This indicates progress. If. however, the clinician notes thal
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precisely the same material is coming up in relation to the
same target, this indicates that an alter, known or unknown,
is hiding, and not "looking through the eyes" during EMDR.
Repeating the same looped process will not succeed; rather,
what is needed is to engage the reluctant alter in the process.
The treatment of a dissociative patient cannot be limited to only EMDR processing of trauma, however. Between
EMDR sessions, psychoeducational, supportive relationship
building and problem- solving sessions will be needed as the
dissociative patient integrates into her/his general fund of
knowledge the now freed-up and reassociated information
formerly held apart in dissociated neural networks. The
patient's life may change dramatically as the trauma is left
behind and the patien t becomes freer. Once alters have shared
consciousness and released the old traumatic material, in tegration unfolds spontaneously. This does not obviate the
need, however, for developing appropriate coping skills so
that the patient is not forced to revert to dissociation when
life takes negative turns.
Integration proceeds naturally with EMDR, as a normal
outcome of conducting the procedure. Ai; if the eye movements lance dissociative barriers and allow a reweaving or
reassociation of information, the parts come to understand
and appreciate each other, tolerate co-consciousness well,
and no longer need to maintain amnesic or other barriers.
This moves the entire self-system toward greater unity, from
the time of the preparation for the first EMDR session.

FUSION
When all trauma work is complete for an alter(s), EMDR
may be used to conduct a fusion if this is the desired goal of
the self-system. Fusion refers to the removal of the hypothesized neural network walls, which served to keep the affectladen material separate from consciousness. Once d1e traumatic material is processed and integrated into the patient's
easily-accessed fund of information, amnesic barriers are no
longer needed.
When the walls come down, the ego states lose their separateness, except to the degree d1at normal consciousness
requires situation-specific ways ofbei ng. Conducting a fusion
using EMDR takes these walls down, somehow, using a
straightforward process that takesonlyafew minutes. Itshould
not be undertaken unless an alter no longer needs to be separate to hold traumatic material.
Once the trauma is neutralized with EMDR, most moderately dissociative self-systems willingly embrace in tegration
and fusion as a goal. For some individuals with DID, however, alters express reluctance to give up their separate identities, and reject fusion as a goal.
The fusion procedure using EMDR is preceded by an
educational component about d1e nature of fusion that is
directed to all alters, answering their questions about what

will happen to them. They can expect to lose something,
(i.e., their feeling of separateness) and to gain a sense of
wholeness. The walls between them will disappear, but the
essence of each alter's function will continue in the whole
person. The clinician should be sure that the system has
learned other coping skills instead of dissociation, or splitting offofalters may recur when the patien t is under extreme
stress. When consent is achieved and alternative coping skills
are available, the EMDR for a fusion consists of surprisingly
few eye movements conducted while all alters are present
and "looking through the eyes." At the same time, the system's attentions are turned to positive schemata such as, "we
feel clean and whole, we are one, we are I, walls falling away,"
etc. This process takes only one or two minutes, but may be
extended by adding desired installations ofimagery offuture
coping by using new skills, or self-esteem enhancing statements. After the fusion, the clinician should check for remaining dissociation using the dissociative table procedure. If no
alters answer, the fusion is apparendy successful. It is still
necessary to conduct post-fusion follow-up, to ensure that
assertion, communication, problem-solving, and other skills
are used instead of dissociating anew. It is not rare, after a
fusion, for previously unknown alters who were at a deeper
layer to make their way to the surface. Both therapist and
client must expect this possibility rather than construe it as
failure, or both may become discouraged.
After fusion of parts, the consciousness achieves relative
unity, or unity approximating the more normal condition
of normal ego states for various situations. Metaphorically,
u1e walls are replaced by screen doors, wi th easy access, cooperation, and permeabilityofinformation throughout the self.
ILLUSTRATIVE CASES

The following four cases are included to provide a sense
of the use of EMDR with dissociative patients. They reveal
the problems associated with failing to screen for dissociation prior to using EMDR with a patient presenting with such
problems as phobias or PTSD. The first two cases should be
considered examples of what not to do. They illustrate, however, EMDR's dissociation finding ability. EMDR should not
be used to deliberately uncover dissociation, because there
can be deleterious impact on therapeutic rapport, as well as
unintended disruption ofthe self-system.
Case 1: DID Uncovered During EMDR Targeting a Rape
A 52-year-old married Caucasian female, formerly
employed as a restaurant worker, presented with severe anxiety, nightmares, and stutteringwith an onset two years prior,
following a rape. 'oscreening for dissociation was conducted
because the therapist was not yet trained in dissociation.
Although the therapist was trained in EMDR, the EMDR training at that time did not include emphasizing the necessity
of screening for dissociation. After several weeks of initial
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inten"jc",;ng. clarifying me diagnosis of 5e\'ere I'TSD. and

general establishing ofrapport. the !hera pist introduced and
explained DIDR. The paliem. who

'as

intclligclll. educat-

ed. and apparentl}' highl), cooper-uive, illingl)' agreed. During
Lhe F\IDR targeting the r-dPC. the patient closed her c)'es
repeatedl)', making EM DR impossible. When the lhcrapisl
asked why the patient was closing hcreyes, the paticntappearcd

confuscd. denied thai she was dosing her eyes, and st.'Hed
her willingness to cominue. Continuing. the palicm started
chanting lllultipliGll..ion tablcsand. on therapist inquiI)',denied
thaI ~he ....'aS chanting. In a subsequent session, an angry alter
personali£}' emerged and "''amed the ther-tpis! 10 discolllinlie E.\IOR treaunent. Subsequent to the therapist's acquiring needed Lraining in dissociation, the patient's score on
the DES wa.s 69, strongh' suggesting the prt."SCnce of dissociati\ e identit}'disorder. Various alter personalities were subsequemly met. The l:mtient relocated to another state due
10 her husband'sjob mmsfer and no follow-up is a\'ailable.
Case 2: OlD Uncovered During aWR Targeting a
Simple Phobia
A patient presented for treallnent of a simple phobia
related to small lizards. again before the amhor was trained
in dissociation and before she cuslomarily screened for dis'iodation. After initial illlen.;ewing eSlablished the phobia
diagnosis and after rapport was well established. DIDR was
explained and the patielll consented, During the procedure
the patielll looked confused YI;th rapid blinking. the onsel
ohn intense headache, and did nOl recognize the therapist.
The patient said, "Who are }'ou. wh}' am I here. and wh}' arc
\OU ....<l\;ng }'our finger in m)' face?~The aspect ohhe palielll
accessed by the DlDR .....as all alter that understood herself
to be 19 years old, was present at the time of the onset of the
lililrd phobia, and \,'ho wanted nothing to do ....;tl1 therapy,
Although the host had alllllesia for lhis portion oflhe EMDR
session, another aller emerged toexplailllhalthe lizard phobia had begun during a molestation in childhood. when lhe
child .....::uched a li7.ard on the .....indow sill during the molestation. Because L\IDR was premalUre at this point in tre-dtmen I. therapycontinued ",ithom useofE..\IDR until the p.'uienl
relocaled om of the state. This is not the preferred sequence
of e\·ent.s in the therap}' of a dissociative patienL Through
I1It,,'sc ctSCS and hearing other similar Stories from other EM DR
lherapisl5 the author became cOll\inced that I) graduate
education often ill-prepares mental health professionals for
treating dissociati\'e patients, 2) the sL.'lndard EMDR protocol needed to be modified to include screening for dissociation prior to conducting EMDR. The author both oblailled
lhe needed trdinillg and suggested the modification to Dr.
Shapiro. who modified EMOK trdinillg to include screening
for dissociation.

Case 3: DDNOS lJnc:ovnftl in Sarming Prior to a Briq
Sucassful TrMtmmt
A 3i-}'ear-old married Caucasian female, employcd as a
medical tcchnician. presented in acute distress relaled to
intnlsi\'e images and strong emotions that she felt ....·ere not
her own. She had mariL."l1 discord relaled to these symptOIllS.
She reported low self-esteem and lack of assertiveness that
interferedal home and at work. In the in take interview, screening for dissociation found a subclinical score 011 the DES
(13), but on inten.;t:w the patient admitled to various dissociati.\·e symploms including made feelings. hearing \'oices
in her head, and headaches thai .....orsened in times of stress.
Additionall}'. she had strong feelings that there had lx.-en
trauma in her childhood, but she did not ha\'(" specific memories of trauma. The dissociati\'e table tcxhnique ,",'as used
carl}' in treatment to establish rapport ....; th possible various
ego states: and the patient fully cooper"ned with this procedure. Thepatienl expressedsurprisc lIpon he-dringthe internal \'oice of a child ego state that cried, -help me. help me. ~
addressed to lhe thcrdpisl. EMDR was explained to theentire
patient. and the palient. including known ego st::ttes, consented to EM DR treatment. EMDR was conducted six times
over the course of 14 sessions. Without the therapist ever
suggesting specific Lralllna, the patiellllx:oune a....me ofabusc
memories relaled to molestation bv neighbor boys, Of note.
an early DtDR image ....'as oftlle patient's father's face. ,",'hile
the patienl was also re-experiencing 50matic sensations ass0ciated ....;th molestation. The patient inferred initially that
her father ma}' ha\'c been her perpeLrator. These perceptions were fragmellled and in flashes. and the EMDR became
stuck at this point, After intenie....;ng the ego States involved
in the particular trduma being targeted. it became clear that
the EMDR had become stuck becausc the child ego Slate felt
100 fragile and frightened to continue ~looking through the
eyes. ~ The therapist ncgotiated for older and stronger ego
statcs to stand with her and assist. and this blending of ego
states enabled the in\'oh'ed child alter to be in consciousness
(to -look through the e}'cs-) 50 the EMDR could continue.
Under this arrangemenL the fonnerly fragmented perceptiolls became continuous and full. and the patient processed
the Lrauma to completion, With tlIe full infomlation in consciousness because of the full panicipation of the ego states,
the patiellt bcc'ame a.....are that her father had not been the
perperrator bm rather had imeITlIptt.'d a molestation tJ,'neighbar bors. By the end of the DfDR sessions, apparentl)' all of
thc BASK elemcntS associated .....ith twO molestation memories had been reintt.'gratedand nelltnllizcd. DUling the DolOR.
cognitivc elementS had emerged related 10 the )'oungchild's
self-blame for the molcstalion, and internalization of a parent's statement lhat the child \\'as dirt)', These cognitions
spontaneousl)' shifted during the EMDK to adaptivc adult
Ullderstallding that the child-self.....as not to blame. The patient
reported greatly reduced emotional distress. and better functioning at .....ork, Self-esteem "''as impnwed b)' selfrep0rl. and
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the patient was able to assert herself for the first time, no
longer feeling to blame or dirty. The patient's husband reported amazement that his wife had changed so dramatically and
rapidly. Gains were maintained at one year follow-up.

six months follow-up, there were no new alters found and
the patient was maintaining her job and relationships well,
\\~thout continuing dissociation.
DISCUSSION

Case 4: DID Uncovered in Screening Prior to a Relatively Brief
and Successful Treatment Course
A 33-year-old black female attorney presented with the
chief complaint of acute distress, with uncontrolled weeping and stuttering, following a confrontation with her supervisor at work. In initial interview, screening for dissociation
was conducted, and the patient scored 45 on the DES.
Additional diagnostic interviewing and the dissociative table
technique was used to make acquaintance with several alter
personalities. Achild personalitywas responsible for the weeping, being reminding by the supervisor's behavior of childhood traumatic episodes with her mother. 0 red flags contraindicating the use of EMDR were present. The child alter
was cooperative and willing to engage in EMDR for relief of
acute distress. The use of eye movements was explained to
the entire system by talking through the host, though the
system was largely un known to the therapist. Alters were given
the opportunity to say no to the use of the procedure and
none did. A briefcourse ofeye movements reduced the child's
distress. Eye movements were discontinued at that point,
because to continue would probably have "awakened" other
alters, due to the uncovering tendencies of EMDR. This successful experience was observed by other alters, who were
willing to engage in EMDR as treatmen t progressed. The workrelated issues were targeted in EMDR, and the EMDR sessions
spontaneously referred back to early childhood traumas, which
were then abreacted and neutralized. With each successful
trauma or set of traumas neutralized through EMDR, alters
tended toward integration spontaneously and each consen ted
to fusion except one - hatred-who feared loss of power and
death if she engaged in EMDR. Ultimately, she agreed to
EMDR and the hatred was neutralizing, leaving an adaptive
and powerful alter willing to integrate. After 36 sessions (of
which 20 were EMDR sessions), the patient had complete
resolution of not only her presenting complaints, but various other life-long problems of fugue states, lost time, hearing voices, and flashbacks or childhood trauma. Latter sessions worked on developing alternative coping strategies to
use instead of dissociation. At the end of treatment, she continued to have narcissistic personality features, but was no
longer dissociative. She discon tinued treatmen t, and returned
six months later because she felt as if she might have created an alter in a stressful situation related to a family member's terminal illness. The recently acquired alter was
amenable to EMDR, and was reintegrated in a single session
focusing on the family member's illness. In the installation
phase ofEMDR, ti,e therapistinstaUed tl1e inlage ofthe patient
using alternative coping skills successfully, and maintaining
her continuity of identity and consciousness. On additional

EMDR, in the hands of clinicians trained in tl1e treatment of dissociative disorders and in the formal and safe
process of EMDR, can be a powerful clinical resource. Its
emphasis on reintegration ofdissociated material is the basis
of its powerful healing potential. Like all forms of power, in
the wrong hands it can be abused, and therein lies its risk to
traumatized patients. EMDR clinicians need to learn about
dissociation to provide safe and effective EMDR treatment.
Conversely, clinicians familiar with working with dissociative
disorders but new to EMDR will be greatly aided by obtaining appropriate training in this new procedure. It is hypothesized that EMDR potentiates the brain's own healing mechanisms as it produces a relatively rapid recovery from trauma.
This article has attempted to preliminarily integrate neural network theory, dissociative theory, EMDR practice and
dissociative practice. It is based entirely on clinical findings.
There is fertile ground for researchers to determinewhether
the theoretical postulates are true, and whether the procedure is as efficacious as it appears clinically. In the meantime, EMDR appears to offer promise as an important means
to make the treatrnen t of dissociative disorders more comfortable, rapid and cost-effective for patient and therapist.

•
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